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Tabs 
If your tabs are 1/2" (.5 in), for example, you 
would add that amount to the width of the 
pages that get die-cut. All copy in tabs must 
be a min 1/8” (.125 in) from trim. 

Document Presets 
Once you have entered the Page Size, 
Margins and Bleed amounts, click on the  
Save Document Preset icon.
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Document Trim Size 
Build your document to the final trim size.

Live Area 
Live Area, indicated by a gray rectangle 
in this example, must be a minimum of  
an 1/8" (.125 in) inside the trim, including 
Page Numbers.

Bleed 
Images and backgrounds intended to 
extend to the edge of the page must be 
extended an 1/8" (.125 in) beyond trim.

Drill Holes 
If your job drills, we can provide the 
correct drill hole size and margins. 
If you prefer, we can provide a template 
with the drill holes and dimensions on a 
non-printing layer.
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Document Setup
Before you begin your project, getting your document set up correctly is very important. This document 
was created to help.
Build your document to the final trim size. Live Area, indicated by a gray rectangle in the example 
below, must be a minimum of an 1/8” (.125 in) inside the trim. Bleed, images and backgrounds intended 
to extend to the edge of the page, must be extended an 1/8” (.125 in) beyond trim to the bleed guide.

TIP If you select Facing Pages (two-page spreads), 
please Export PDFs as Pages, not Spreads. Of course 
there are some exceptions, for example a perfect 
bound cover with the correct spine width. Please 
contact us with any questions.

Adobe InDesign 
Download our Adobe PDF Preset. 

https://www.walsworth.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Walsworth_PDFPreset_7_21_20.zip
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Additional Tips
We recommend a minimum line weight of .5pts
For reversed out type, we recommend using a Sans-Serif front no smaller than 10 pt. There are several 
considerations: font, font size, stock and press. Reach out with any questions.i
From Wikipedia–In typography and lettering, a sans-serif, sans serif, gothic, or simply sans letterform 
is one that does not have extending features called “serifs” at the end of strokes. Sans-serif typefaces 
tend to have less stroke width variation than serif typefaces.

Quick Start Guides 
For additional Quick Start Guides, visit: https://www.walsworth.com/quick-start

Reversed Type

Black ink

Sans-Serif font, 10 pt minimum
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